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Lorin DeClerq

The leaking of the Panama Papers in 2013 (and later the Bahamas and the Paradise Papers), have exposed the extent to which part of the richest world elite has a consolidated habit of avoiding paying taxes. The leaks from the Panamanian global law firm Mossack Fonseca have uncovered the illegal assets and murky fiscal dealings of hundreds of powerful individuals and corporations, providing detailed information on their bank accounts and shell companies.

Two years after the release of the Panama Papers, the 11th conference of the Disruption Network Lab “DARK HAVENS: Confronting Hidden Money and Power” was held in Berlin Kunstquartier Bethanien, by Disruption Network Lab Berlin, April 5-6 2019. It brought together the researchers and individuals who were part of global investigations, taking severe personal risks to expose the hidden money and power structures. This time, the Disruption Network has focused on the issues of secrecy, financial corruption and tax havens to identify informational, political, technological and artistic countermeasures to such topics.
Tax evasion is a colossal and complicated issue. Several unexpected countries that offer comparatively low corporate tax rates and protect bank secrecy can indeed be included within a broader definition of tax haven. Many receive information for abroad assets and income but do not share with outside authorities information about what happens domestically, to such an extent that the Caymans and Bahamas are somehow far less permissive than states such as Delaware and Nevada in the US, where shell companies are very easy to open and bank secrecy is essential.

Author and researcher Nicholas Shaxson opened the conference by describing an articulated system that contributes to global inequalities and shifts of wealth from poor to rich. Transparency International's Senior Policy Advisor, Malte Martini, described the role of banks in cross-border corruption cases, presenting schemes connecting shell companies, multiple offshore bank accounts and money laundering. The panel moderated by Simon Shuster discussed why, despite the global outrage caused by the Panama Papers, the practice of billionaires and corporations stashing their cash in tax havens is still common.

Mossack Fonseca was indeed just one of the many providers in the off-shore industry of Panama. Anz Panama is just one of the many tax havens, where complacent governments guarantee international investors that they will neither regulate nor prosecute their conduct, nor share information about their activities.

EU Institutions turn a blind eye to billions of euro's worth of wealth that disappear not always out of sight of local tax authorities across Europe. The NIEPs recently stated that seven member states (Belgium, Cyprus, Hungary, Ireland, Luxembourg, Malta and the Netherlands) display traits of a tax haven and facilitate aggressive tax planning. Obviously, tax avoidance is not related just to exotic illegal corporate offshore activities.

The leaks confirmed that several British satellite havens (e.g., Virgin Islands, Cayman, and the Channel Islands) and the City of London are closely linked through commercial and legal ties, with high chances for dark money to flow through the UK's overseas territories and crown dependencies undetected. As many participants to the conference pointed out, Brexit can just worsen this situation.

The political and economic ramifications of the leaks suggest that such a system is hard to disrupt, since it guarantees the very rich and powerful elite of the world will withhold power. 50% of the wealth held in tax havens belongs to households with more than USD 50 million in net wealth: just ultra-high-net-worth individuals can afford activities in said tax havens as they carry very high fees, although the fees are substantially less than paying taxes owed.
Reporters Ryan Gallagher and Friedrich Lindenberg from the Organized Crime and Corruption Reporting Project (OCCRP) discussed the ethics of massive data leaks, security and secrecy in juxtaposition to openness and transparency, as well as source protection and collective mobilization in the analysis of the material.

Considering the amount of leaked data (16.8 million financial confidential electronic documents about offshore investments in three years), a collective mobilization is necessary to analyze them all and uncover injustices. By these means people can force companies and private to end their systematic tax evasion that lies at the heart of the global economic system.

How can we then try to find a road in there? It is important to share information, also creatively, with tools like “The Offshore Tour Operator” a GFS prototype presented during the conference, that guides the walk of the user through the database of the Panama Papers, in search of the physical traces of the offshore banking within the city landscape. A group of twenty people could actually see the tool in action, guided throughout Berlin by two members of RYBN.ORG, the Paris-based collective founded in 1999 that created this project.

Projects and online platforms like this could be part of the solution. They are open to individuals, tax experts and reporters too, not just law enforcement officials and activists and we all have to enhance access and participation.

In 2018, the net wealth of 26 billionaires was the same as the poorest 3.8 billion people of the world (Oxfam). An extreme disparity rates escalating year by year; that considers just official capitals and investments, whilst there is a whole universe of dark money stored in tax havens impossible to calculate. The impact of such a private corruption affects public fundamental services like hospitals and schools and is devastating. It’s an inequality comparable to that of Versailles before the French Revolution, as the documentary “Panama Papers,” that had its German premiere during the Disruption Network Lab conference suggests.

The documentary shows how millions of ills were leaked by anonymous whistle blower John Doe to journalists of the Süddeutsche Zeitung, Frederik Obermaier and Bastian Obermayer, who shared them with the Washington-based International Consortium of Investigative Journalists (ICIJ) and coordinated a worldwide investigation, setting up an incredible enterprise.
Obermaier described his choice of opening the information to other colleagues as the only possible way of analysing the information, considering that a single person would need 32 years to get through 1.4 Terabyte of leaked data. The efforts of 375 journalists from 76 countries working in secret for two years until the simultaneous publication in April 2016, was awarded with the Pulitzer Prize.

Following the Papers release more than thousands official investigations started and dozens criminal cases have been initiated. Such an activity has brought more than USD 1.2 billion back onshore as governments around the world have recouped money in fines and back taxes (UK 253 million, Germany 150 million). Participation works!

However, whistleblowers and investigative journalists working on tax avoidance and international frauds are criminalised and killed. Obermaier reported that 17% of the countries involved in the papers has seen backlash against journalists who covered the investigation, instead of offering them effective legal protections.

To reverse this trend, the conference focused on the personal impact of investigative journalism and whistleblowing for those who expose offshore corruption and tax havens. The stories of women suffering the consequences of their anti-corruption activities were presented in a panel moderated by Michael Hornsby, communications officer at Transparency International.

The video “Daphne Caruana Galizia. Anti-Corruption Award Winner 2018” directed by David Velduque, opened the discussion with an interview of Paul Caruana Galizia, son of Daphne, talking about the journalist from Malta assassinated in 2017 after she uncovered a thread of hidden connections linking major multinational deals and global money-laundering operations to the heart of Malta’s government.

Exposing injustice caused consequences to the Turkish journalist Pelin Ünker, who — as she narrated — was sentenced to 13 months for writing about the dodgy dealings of the former Turkish prime minister Binali Yıldırım and his sons who were found to be stashing cash in a Maltese shell company (Update: one month after the conference, on the 6th of May, Pelin Ünker’s prison sentence was overruled by an appeal court, although she still has to pay a fine).

The experience of Stéphanie Giaud, a whistleblower from France, who revealed tax evasion and fraud by the investment bank UBS, and Khadija Ismaylova, Azerbaijani investigative journalist and radio host well known for her reports on corruption in Azerbaijan, completed the panel. Due to a travel ban, this last one could just take part to the Disruption Network Lab-conference with a video, by which she described her case made of trumped up accusations, imprisonment, 1,5 years in probation and a 2-year ban on professional activity. As she narrated, she has been spied and blackmailed by her Government for years, and she is still not free.
The importance of collaborative networks of investigative journalists was something that all those taking part in the conference mentioned. Thanks to organisations like OCCRP that connects 45 non-profit investigative centers in 34 countries, journalists and activists can work together to turn the tables on corruption and build greater accountability through exposing the abuse of power at the expense of the people.

Transparency could be articulated on open platforms for data sharing and technological tools able to ensure access to relevant information, control and participation, fostering accountability. Documents are still available and the still have a lot to say: a collective mobilization could support the work of investigative journalists and oblige authorities to act.

Estimates report that offshore financial wealth is worth USD 7.6 trillion, the 8% of global household financial wealth (Zucman, 2015) others indicate though that super-rich might hold up to USD 32 trillion in offshore havens, excluding non-financial assets as real estate, gold and other undetectable investments (Henry, 2016). Our economic systems are hostage of these numbers. Banks hold massive amounts of loans in tax-haven-based businesses, a small economic elite makes and escapes rules, undermining democracies via financial deregulations, feeding social injustice.

Financial secrecy is a key facilitator of money laundering, corruption and financial crimes. For too long it’s been clear that corporations simply shift profits to places where taxes are low, whilst ultrawealthy households hide dark money in a handful of tax shelters to avoid paying their fair share. What is then the opportunity connected with the preservation of bank secrecy, considering that it just increases inequalities and violations of human and social rights?
Curated by Tatiana Bazzichelli and developed in cooperation with the Berlin-based International Secretariat of Transparency International, this Disruption Network Lab-conference was the first of the 2019 series “The Art of Exposing Injustice”.

Info about the 15th Disruption Network Lab conference, all its speakers and thematic is available here: https://www.disruptionlab.org/darkhavens

The videos of the conference are on Youtube.

To follow the Disruption Network Lab sign up for its Newsletter and get informed about its conferences, ongoing researches and projects. The next Disruption Network Lab event is planned for June. Make sure you don’t miss it!

The Disruption Network Lab is also on Twitter and Facebook.

Photocredit: Maria Silvano for Disruption Network Lab
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SuperCoop


FEST ZUM SÄSONSTART


Talentschuppen

RACHWESCHBÜHNE

Nur knapp 40 Zuschauer passen auf die Bühne. Die Schauspieler*innen geben ein tolles Spiel ab und lassen sich von einem Fussballspieler*innen begeistern. Die Stadtverwaltung freut sich über das Event.

Dunkle Dassen

KONFERENZ: Sie sind superreich und wollen nachruchen. Sie besuchen die Bühnen und genießen das Event. Die Stadtverwaltung freut sich über das Event und freut sich über das Event.

Wenn Forscher fälschen


Mietenwahnsinn

DEMO IN ZIEHEN: Der Zahnarzt hat eine Demonstration auf der Straße. Die Demonstranten geben ihre Stimmen für eine bessere Wohnverwaltung.

Erschüttert

AUSSCHIED: Wenn es in einer Stadt zu Unruhen kommt, führen viele Menschen auf die Straße. Die Bürger*innen haben Verständnis für die Situation.

Plastikfrei leben

GESCHÄFTLEBUNG: In Berlin gibt es viele Plastikprodukte. Die Bürger*innen haben Verständnis für die Situation. Es gibt viele Plastikprodukte.

Gamesfest Berlin

MESSERE: Die Stadtverwaltung freut sich über das Event und freut sich über das Event. Die Stadtverwaltung freut sich über das Event und freut sich über das Event.

Berlin-Demo-Freitipp:

Paul-Löbe-Haus Konrad-Adelmann-Straße 1 Tiergarten, Mo–Fr 9–17 Uhr (bis 30.11.2022)
Repercussions for revealing corruption

Michael Hornsby

The new EU Whistleblower protection directive is a huge step forward, but journalists and activists still need to exercise caution in their work with whistleblowers. New principles for journalists offer a much needed guide.

At the start of April, I was moderating a panel at the conference Dark Havens, organised in cooperation with Transparency International by the Disruption Network Lab, a Berlin-based platform of events and research focused on the intersection of politics, technology and society.

Titled "Silenced by power: anti-corruption journalists and whistleblowers facing violence and persecution," the panel focused on the stories of three investigative journalists and a whistleblower who have faced retaliation for their work.

The Journalists

We opened with the video Transparency International produced for the 2018 anti-corruption award, given posthumously to Daphne Caruana Galizia. Her assassination in October 2017 has still not attracted sufficient investigation from authorities in Malta, as her sons highlighted in a statement provided for the conference.
The importance of cross-border collaboration

A thread running through these stories was the importance of collaborative networks of investigative journalists. Thanks to connections with organisations like OCCRP, the world is much smaller for an investigative journalist in Azerbaijan than it was 15 years ago, Khadija explained. After Daphne’s murder, journalists worked together on The Daphne Project to complete her investigations and keep her family’s quest for justice in the public eye. For Pelin, collaboration is an essential means of increasing security against legal attacks.
Pelin Ünker presented her situation as the only journalist to face charges for their reporting of the Paradise Papers. Although one case against her has recently been reluctantly dismissed by the courts, Pelin still faces a jail sentence in Turkey for her reporting of the former Prime Minister’s family’s shipping companies established offshore in Malta.

Investigative and broadcast journalist Khadija Ismayilova, under travel ban in Azerbaijan, sent a video detailing the repeated attacks levelled against her by the government, from spying and blackmail, to imprisonment, to trumped up charges. “I felt as if the government of Azerbaijan was projecting their crimes onto me,” she deadpans in the video.
The whistleblowers

For the fourth story in focus, Stéphanie Gibaud, the UBS whistleblower from France, described her nightmarish past decade, which began after she refused to delete files detailing how her work in the PR and events department of the Swiss bank’s French operation had been used to take accounts ‘offshore’ to Switzerland where they would be subject to lower taxes.

Years later, after being mistreated by the bank and taking her complaint to the French Ministry of Labour, she was approached by the Ministry of Finance and enlisted as an undercover witness to reveal the ongoing fraud still suspected of taking place at UBS at the time.

Hers is an example of the damage that can be done to a whistleblower’s life when those acting on their information do not afford them sufficient protection. Her name was leaked to the media, who revealed her identity. Experiencing what she describes as a ‘social death’ and extended unemployment, she wrote a book attempting to highlight the collective plight of whistleblowers. Partly as a consequence of that book, she has been through court case after court case, some of which are still ongoing.
Stéphanie’s story contrasts starkly with the example of John Doe, the still anonymous whistleblower who leaked the Panama Papers files to Süddeutsche Zeitung. In his keynote address at Dark Havens, Frederik Obermaier from Süddeutsche emphasized the secrecy that surrounds that person’s identity, saying he could never tell anyone who it is, because he himself doesn’t know.
International standards in whistleblower protection

The new EU directive on whistleblower protection, if transposed properly into national law in Member States, will create a strong legal basis for protection against retaliation by employers. Recent legislation in Australia sets a standard other countries should aspire to as they implement the directive, particularly in its provision that companies must proactively implement systems to protect whistleblowers, before they experience potential detriment or retaliation.

But others who engage with whistleblowers, whether in the media, law enforcement or civil society, should continue to be extremely vigilant that their actions don’t put whistleblowers in harm’s way.

Once a whistleblower’s identity has become known, broad public support and public recognition of their courage can serve as a buffer against further retaliation and mistreatment. As Stephanie emphasised, however, the best case scenario is usually to remain anonymous. This is not always straightforward, especially in smaller organisations. Three US organisations—the Government Accountability project (GAP), the Project on Government Oversight (POGO) and Public Employees for Environmental Responsibility (PEER)—have recently published a guide for Whistleblowers called Caught Between Conscience & Career: Expose Abuse Without Exposing Your Identity.
The Perugia Principles

Simultaneous to the event in Berlin, journalists were meeting in Perugia for the international festival of investigative journalism. There, they agreed the following principles for working with whistleblowers in the digital age.

1. First, protect your sources. Defend anonymity when it is requested.

2. Provide safe ways for sources to make ‘first contact’ with you, where possible.

3. Recognise the costs of whistleblowing for the whistleblower, and prompt them to think through ahead of time how to cope when the story breaks.

4. Verify material focusing on the public interest value of the information, not on your view of the attitudes or opinions of the source or whistleblower.

5. Take responsibility for your digital defence and use encryption. Even though encryption may not completely defend your source, it offers important first-line protection.

6. Determine the biggest threats to you and your source, and what specific steps you need to take to protect both of you

7. Explain the risks of digital exposure to your source or whistleblower. On sensitive stories, train your whistleblowers in basic digital security
8. Publish original documents and datasets in their entirety where possible and safe to do so, recognising the importance of datasets in stories.

9. Securely delete data provided by sources, when asked, to protect confidential sources, consistent with ethical, legal and employer obligations.

10. Ensure any digital drop boxes for confidential sources and whistleblowers offer a good level of security, and, for higher-risk materials, anonymity.

11. Understand the country, regional and international legal and regulatory frameworks for protecting confidential sources and whistleblowers.

12. Encourage news publishers to practice their responsibility to provide proper data security for journalists, sources and stored materials, along with appropriate training and policies to guide journalists.

These principles, like the EU directive, don’t have the power to undo damage already done. But, hopefully, one of the lastig impacts of the Panama Papers can be a better understanding of best practice in working with whistleblowers that will increase their safety and include them in the collaborative, protective approach that today’s best investigative journalism aspires towards. As Stephanie’s story illustrates, they should guide the actions of authorities, too.

Follow me on Twitter @MDA_Hornsby

Michael Hornsby
Communications Officer
at Transparency International

Voices for Transparency
A collection of articles, stories, analyses and opinions from the anti-corruption movement curated by Transparency International. All views and statements represent those of the authors, and do not necessarily reflect those of Transparency International.
The Dark Havens keynote shortly after RYBN.ORG takes a closer look at the events leading up to the Panama Papers, how they were handled, and the political blowback of the leak. The anonymous whistleblower ultimately revealed an alternate universe in which the globe’s powerful are able to mitigate laws they term inconvenient. Frederik Obermaier of the Süddeutsche Zeitung will underline the importance of protecting such whistleblowers as well as detail how entire governments like Iran and North Korea were hiding money via the infamous Panama-based law firm Mossack Fonseca. May Heywood, Transparency International’s Global Outreach and Advocacy Coordinator, will moderate the conversation.

One of the tragic features of pursuing such investigations is the real threat of violence. And just as RYBN.ORG exposes the physical aspects of money laundering and financial fraud, many working to expose such networks run the risk of being silenced. In the following panel with Pelin Ünker, a member of ICIJ, Stéphanie Gibaud, the whistleblower behind UBS’ tax evasion practices, Khadija Ismayilova, an investigative journalist from Turkey, the group will touch specifically on the case of Daphne Caruana Galizia. Galizia was responsible for exposing the myriad connections that unveiled the Maltese government’s principal role in a series of global money-laundering operations. As a result, she was assassinated on October 16, 2017. While not nearly as sombre, both Ünker and Gibaud will recount their trials and tribulations when following similar leads in Turkey and France.
The Disruption Network Lab Presents Dark Havens: Confronting Hidden Money & Power

Uncovering the “Shadow Economy”
LIAM KELLY

DATE: 5.4.2019 - 6.4.2019
VENUE: Studio 1, Kunstquartier Bethanien
TIME: Varies

From April 5 to 6, the Disruption Network Lab will bring together a number of journalists and thinkers who risked their lives writing about the crime and corruption in the global finance sector. The conference, Dark Havens, will specifically look at all sides of the interconnected tax loopholes that keep the super rich and powerful in charge. Following the two-day event is a “psycho-geographic” tour of Berlin from artistic research platform Rybn.org which will expose the physical hubs through which many of these hidden rivers of money pass. Unfortunately, the limited number of tickets has already sold out at the time of press.

Income Inequality, Datasets, and a Documentary

The opening panel on Friday dives into how networks of illicit tax havens are some of the greatest propagators of economic inequality in the world. Panelists Nicholas Shaxson, author of Treasure Islands: Dirty Money, Tax Havens and the Men Who Stole Your Cash, and Maira Martini, senior policy advisor of Transparency International, will connect the dots between shell companies, secrecy, and how, throughout history, these financial mechanisms have been tied tightly to those who hold the reigns of power. The two speakers will draw expert knowledge from their respective roles as a journalist and as a policy advisor.
Nicholas Shaxson has written extensively on how current money markets continuously transfer money away from the marginally poor to the supremely rich. He is referenced heavily in the documentary *The Spider’s Web: Britain’s Second Empire* where he develops the thesis that British colonialism has not disappeared, it has simply changed into a series of disparate tax havens all over the world.

For her part, Maira Martina will be representing Transparency International, a Swiss coalition looking to combat the types of financial corruption evidenced in documents like the Panama Papers. She has written extensively on Hungary’s “Golden Visa Scheme,” Estonia’s problems with money laundering, and helped to paint a clearer picture for how corruption occurs in the European Union.

Following this discussion is a practical guide for how best to approach massive datasets like those of the Panama, Bahama, and Paradise Papers. In total, the 25.2 million financial documents were all leaked to the *Süddeutsche Zeitung* who then passed along the information to the International Consortium of Investigative Journalists (ICIJ). The latter group launched an international investigation which brought into question the financial workings of many governments and leaders. In the first, the sheer quantity of raw information is a gruesome task to prop up a narrative, but the ethics behind such work also demand one’s attention.
To sort between these two forces, Ryan Gallagher, investigative reporter for *The Intercept*, Friederich Lindenberg, the data team lead at the Organized Crime and Corruption Reporting Project (OCCRP), and Tatiana Bazzichelli, the director of the Disruption Network Lab will hash out the multi-faceted arguments for and against secrecy and transparency.

The closing event will screen Alex Winter’s documentary on the Panama Papers story. It charts the trajectory of the initial data leaks all the way to the grave conclusions for how our society functions. What might seem like simple tax evasion, fraud and cronyism, is actually an extensive mesh of power plays to manipulate world governments for profit.

**Making Real the Imaginary, Mattress Money, and Whistleblowers**

The largest barrier for journalists and data scientists working to unearth the illicit network of global finance is the opacity of the evidence. Only thanks to generous data leaks were we ever able to begin to understand the extent of the corruption. After that, the greater public still needs talented curators to develop a clear account of what the documentation means. Thus, in an attempt to make real the ocean of numbers, RYBN.ORG will present their work The Great Offshore project. The work looks to decipher the jargon that soothes critics from getting a full grasp of what is actually happening. Reading through formalized agreements, contracts, and press releases rarely offer any real insight into the inner workings of arrangements, illegal or otherwise. Outside of semantics, RYBN.ORG also attempt to show how offshore finance leaves physical marks on the locations that they leverage.
The event begins Friday, April 6, with doors opening at 17H30 and the first talk happening at 18H. The entirety of the event, outside of the tour from RYBN.ORG, will take place at Kunstquartier Bethanien, Mariannenplatz. Two-day tickets are €14 when purchased online and €16 at the door. One day tickets are also available, including the Panama Papers screening, if used on April 5. Although the Workshop with RYBN.ORG is sold out, you can still purchase a waiting list position for €15, of which will be refunded if no openings arise. For more information on the program and where to buy tickets, check out Disruption Lab’s landing page for the event here.

Links:
Program Website & Tickets
Dark Havens, confronting Hidden Money & Power.  
The Art of Exposing Injustice Part 1

On April 5 and 6, 2019, at Kunstquartier Bethanien in Berlin, took place **Dark Havens**, a series of talks and workshops to explore the inner mechanism of the financial system, crime, corruption and wrongdoing hidden by secretive offshore companies. **Dark Havens** is organised by **Disruption Network Lab**, an ongoing platform and research focused on art, digital rights, and disruption. The Laboratory's programme is run by **Tetienne Bazichelli**, artistic director and curator, and a team of collaborators. Among the panellists were Nicholas Shaxson, (Journalist, author of Treasure Islands, Finanace Curse, UK/DE), Maina Martini (Knowledge Coordinator, Transparency International, BR/DE), Simon Shuster (Reporter for TIME, RU/DE), Fyfan Gallagher (Investigative Reporter & Editor, The Intercept, UK), Friedrich Lindenberger (Civic Technologist, Organised Crime and Reporting Project, DE), Khadija Ismaylova (Investigative Journalist & Radio Host, AZ), and Michael Hornby (Communications Officer, Transparency International, UK/DE).

**Dark Havens** is a space to meeting people from around the world who have participated in global investigations and leaks, and are whistleblowers in their corporations, facing trials and other risks. **Dark Havens** analyses the themes of tax havens and financial corruption through art, technology and activist practices and follows the scandal of **Panama Papers**. The huge leak of data containing info about secretive offshore companies occurred in 2016 when an anonymous whistleblower revealed 11.5 million financial and legal records from the Mossack Fonseca law firm, under the fake name of “**John Doe**”, to **Bastian Obermayer**, investigative journalist, who with **Frederik Obermaier** shared the information with the International Consortium of Investigative Journalists (ICIJ). The core intention of the **Dark Havens** is to explore issues of security and openness in processes of revealing misconducts and wrongdoing of the powerful. **Dark Havens** promotes the participation of international speakers involved in leaks, investigations, whistleblowing practices, and acts of truth-telling that have suffered risks, trials, crimes, in the task of accusing financial corruption, wrongdoing, and tax havens. **Dark Havens denounces the** secretive offshore tax havens global network, and the relationships, connections, and spider web built by financial experts, bankers, accountants, world-wide institutions, laws, governments, and corporations. The offshore system links to global economic power revealing an asymmetrical wealth distribution and culminating in economic global financial crises. Furthermore, **Dark Havens** questions about the global monetary flows obscurity, hidden financial transactions, and secrecy laws, which bring inequality, risks, and poverty. According to John Doe, in **John Doe’s Manifesto**, “in this system – our system- the slaves are unaware both of their status and of their masters, who exist in a world apart where the intangible shackles are carefully hidden amongst reams of unreachable legalese. The horrific magnitude of detriment to the world should shock us all awake”.

On April 5, *Dark Havens* presented the film screening of *The Panama Papers* (2018, USA, 94 min) a documentary by Alex Winter and produced by Laura Poitras. The Panama Papers documentary reveals that corrupt power-brokers are manipulating world governments and big business. The Panama Papers is the largest global corruption scandal in history. Rich, elected officials, dictators, cartel bosses, athletes, and celebrities were clients of the law firm Mossack Fonseca accused of practices of tax evasion, fraud, bribing government officials, rigging elections, and murder. Laura Poitras is also the director of *Citizenfour* (2014), a documentary revealing Edward Snowden's information about illegal wiretapping practices of the US National Security Agency (NSA) and other intelligence agencies. Furthermore, Laura Poitras collaborated with the American artist Trevor Paglen, who realised quite quickly that Edward Snowden's documents described a physical network of cables, which carry the world's information. The work was presented in the C-print series *NSA-Tapped Fiber Optic Cable Landing Site*, 2014.

*Dark Havens* continued on April 6 with the artist talk by RYBN.ORG (Ex-Extra-disciplinary Artistic Research Platform, FR) who presented "The Great Offshore" project, an artistic investigation on tax havens locations. Using Situationist strategies in a psycho-geographic mapping, the work represents offshore finance's physical locations and traces the transnational and financial liquid industry. Alain Deneault declares "the vocabulary in use to describe offshore finance is not neutral and produces a positive, technical, legal and legitimate picture that neutralises critics".

RYBN.ORG also offered the workshop "The Offshore Tour Operator", on April 7, where using a psycho-geographic GPS prototype through audio indications, equipped with a compass, and accessing the database of the Panama Papers, RYBN.ORG proposed the practice of derive to trace in the physical infrastructure of the city territory, the
Dark Havens exposes the international situation of many countries that rule and manage through secrecy jurisdiction. Nowadays, the situation in Britain is a response to the demise of the empire, when the City of London financial interests created a web of secrecy jurisdictions that captured wealth from across the globe. According to The Spider’s Web documentary by Michael Oswald, the British Empire was the largest empire, but once it fell apart and countries gain independence, the British elite of wealth privileged searched for a new method in finance to preserve their privileges. The Bank of England established protective measures, through an agreement never written, for London to become the Euro market (not in the UK, but elsewhere) and in this way, the American $ avoided EU regulations, and the US financial market moved into London. The system is based in a secrecy jurisdiction of illegal activities such as tax evasion. The City of London, the London financial district, is an estate within an Estate, known as the City of London Corporation within an independent legal status since the Middle Ages (1066) from Britain. The City of London is structured through lobbies and a representative sits in the House of Commons. In this way, the powerful economy of the City of London shapes British policies and financial methods. The secrecy jurisdiction is based in the old system of Trusts, a mechanism of obscurity, since the Crusades and the creation of foreign lands assets trusted stewards. Trusts represent the ownership of someone’s assets. A trustee is generally a lawyer and is the figure created to be exempted of taxes, through no connection in place and no trace. The trustee sets up a Trust but there is no register, no traces, and there are no obligations of reports. So, the Trust becomes invisibly protected by secrecy jurisdiction.

Moreover, there is a link between politicians and Trusts in offshore companies. British politicians have been accused by Brussels of questionable lobby practices in the City of London. The worst of it is the Government tax avoidance hidden structures of offshore financial trading and practices of tax evasions. RYBN.ORG is a Paris-based collective founded in 1999 investigating and developing about high-frequency markets structure, algorithmic trading, and digital labour.

The Keynote speaker on April 6, Frederik Obermaier (Investigative Journalist, Sud-Deutsche Zeitung, DE) introduced the process of the leak of The Panama Papers, considering it such as one of the greatest scandals of fraud in history with such huge 2.6 TB of data revealed. Frederik Obermaier put attention to John Doe’s anonymity, the whistleblower who leaked the papers, who is still an unknown identity. Frederik Obermaier explained how he received a cryptic message from John Doe, offering data from Mossack Fonseca, the Panamanian law firm that helped prime ministers, kings, presidents, dictators, drug cartels, Mafia clans, fraudsters, weapons dealers, and regimes like North Korea or Iran. Frederik Obermaier, with Max Heywood, also addressed the arrests, changes in legislation, the step down of several heads of government, the launch of investigations and the one billion $ recouped as an impact resulting of the leak. Moreover, Frederik Obermaier stated the current potential risks of investigative journalists and denounced cases such as Daphne Caruana Galizia, investigative journalist from Malta who was assassinated on October 16, 2017, and Jan Kuciak. Frederik Obermaier is a Pulitzer-Prize winning reporter based in Munich and is also a member of the International Consortium of Investigative Journalists (ICIJ).
scheme, set to protect crazy business models, which is denying and cutting funding from public services. For instance, the HM Revenue & Customs, the UK Tax authority deals and negotiates individually and in closed doors with private corporations. Dave Harnett, Head of the HMRC, under taxpayers' confidentiality, did not give information, when asked about the mafia in the state, and why tax authority is ruled by laws, politics, the City of London, and bankers who are sending money to offshore territories to avoid paying taxes. The complexity and obscurity of hidden tax havens culminate within the creation of the **Private Funding Initiative (PFI)**, a structure that promotes private sector funding. The HMRC advises to implement PFI by public authorities and recommends for the tax authority to go offshore. Big banks and other corrupted business have penetrated the Government. So, most of government tax avoidance diminishes public funding and increases the making of private neoliberalism corporations and foundations. This undermines the social and human rights of citizenships. Privatisations promoted by secrecy system and tax havens, are directly linked with processes of colonial independence, establishing a post-colonialist submission and dependence in fraud, secrecy and obliteration of social justice. The power of the few against the benefits of all.

However, what will happen when tax havens begin using cryptocurrencies? How will the state regulate taxpayers? Will cryptocurrencies favour these practices of tax evasion? How can technology provide tools to citizens to contribute to a more equitarian societal system?

This *Dark Havens* event was the first one of *The Art of Exposing Injustice* by Disruption Network Lab.

---

**Text by Laura Netz (@lauranetz)**
Der Rechtsstaat – ein Prinzip in der Glaubwürdigkeitskrise?
Dunkle Häfen

Wie sogenannte Steuerparadiese Macht und Kapital verschleiern

STEPHAN K. OHME

Das Disruption Network Lab hat in Kooperation mit Transparency International im Rahmen einer Konferenz zu Mechanismen des Finanzsystems, Kriminalität und Korruption diverse Akteure im Berliner Kunstquartier Bethanien zusammengeführt. Es ging um die Ermittlung illegaler Kapitalverkehrs-Strukturen, deren Aufdeckung durch Whistleblower und Leaks, aber auch um die künstlerische Darstellung der Netzwerke und Methoden der Verschleierung.


Künstlerische Aufarbeitung verschachtelter Finanzstrukturen


Whistleblower — persönliche Schicksale, die bedrücken


Meeting with Reportes Ohne Grenzen Deutschland

On April 9, following our conference DARK HAVENS, journalist Pelin Ünker and our Director Tatiana Bazzichelli were at Report ohne Grenzen Deutschlande (Reporters without Borders Germany) for a meeting with Anne Renzenbrink (Press & Media Relations) and Jens-Uwe Thomas (Emergency Assistance). They discussed together the case of Pelin Ünker, sentenced to jail in Turkey over Paradise Papers investigation about offshore tax havens.

DARK HAVENS: Confronting Hidden Money & Power

Disruption Network Lab #15 Dark Havens April 2019

#DNL15 DARK HAVENS brings together people from around the world who have been part of global investigations and leaks, have blown the whistle on corporations, been put on trial, and who have taken severe personal risks to confront hidden money and power.

Fredrik Obermaier talks Panama Papers, crime & cocktails at Dark Havens

Fredrik Obermaier joins me in the Transit lounge to talk global crime & collaborative reporting, the demise of the ‘lone wolf’ investigative journalist, Panama Papers cocktails, writing that email to Vladimir Putin, and a thank you message to John/Jane Doe for the 11,5 million files contained in the Panama Papers.

Tax Havens + Investigative Journalism + Collaboration + Panama Papers + #DNL15

RYBN talk art, algorithmic investment and offshore tourism at Dark Havens

RYBN walk us through the Offshore Tour Operator to explore local traces of the transnational and opaque financial industry, and introduce classic tax avoidance schemes the Double Irish, Singapore Sling, Bermuda Black hole and Dutch Sandwich. A situationist GPS prototype for psychogeographic drift encourages you to create concrete visual representations of the opaque and offshore, reshaping the imaginary around tax havens.
Nicholas Shaxson talks power, money & the finance curse at Dark Havens

Nicholas Shaxson unveils the secrets of the seriously, filthy rich and talks me through how many of the world’s offshore tax havens are not only tropical islands, but actually British & OECD territories. Just what effect does that shadowy ‘spider web’ network of wealth extraction have on our societies? How are offshore tax havens central to the global economy? What is the finance curse? Listen to find out more!

Stéphanie Gibaud talks whistleblowers & tax justice at Dark Havens

Stéphanie Gibaud joins me in the Transit Lounge to talk about becoming a spy for the French authorities, the impact on her life and ongoing search for justice after blowing the whistle on tax fraud at UBS.

VIDEO: Dark Havens explores the inner mechanisms of the financial system, and the crime, corruption and wrongdoing hidden by secretive offshore companies.

SILENCED BY POWER

Anti-corruption Journalists and Whistleblowers Facing Violence and Persecution

Perin Ünker (Freelance Journalist, Member of ICIJ.org TR) Stéphanie Gibaud (UBS Whistleblower, FR) Khadija Ismayilova (Investigative journalist and Radio Host, AZ – on video), Moderated by Michael Horsley (Communications Officer, Transparency International, UK/BE).
Introduced by the video: Daphne Caruana Galizia, Anti-Corruption Award Winner 2018 (Transparency International, directed by David Vidalques, produced by Neurads). This panel focuses on the personal impact of investigative journalism, truth-telling and whistleblowing in the context of exposing offshore corruption and tax havens. The aim is to cover the work of courageous women who are suffering the consequences of their activities in the field of anti-corruption, paying with their life, direct threats, travel bans, and limitations to work.

The panel is introduced by the video “Daphne Caruana Galizia, Anti-Corruption Award Winner 2018,” an interview with Paul Caruana Galizia, son of Daphne Caruana Galizia, the investigative journalist from Malta who was assassinated on October 16, 2017, when a bomb placed under the seat of her car exploded. Daphne Caruana Galizia uncovered a thread of hidden connections linking major multinational deals, passport sales, and global money-laundering operations, leading her investigation to the heart of Malta’s government. Journalist Pelin Ünker presents the story of her reporting on the then Prime Minister’s connections to corporations in Malta, as revealed in the Paradise Papers. She currently faces trial and a prison sentence in Turkey.

Stéphanie Gibaud, a whistleblower from France, tells her story of revealing tax evasion and tax fraud by the investment bank UBS.

Finally, the panel shows a video contribution by Khadija Ismayilova, the Azerbaijani investigative journalist and radio host well known for her reports on corruption in Azerbaijan, who faces 3.5 years in probation, a two-year ban on professional activity, a travel ban and other restrictions, after being imprisoned in December 2014. The panel is moderated by Michael Harbsay, communications officer at Transparency International.

HIDDEN TREASURES

**How the Global Shadow Economy Drives Inequality**

Nicholas Shaxson (Journalist, author of Treasure Islands, and Finance Curse, UK/DE), Maira Martins (Senior Policy Advisor, Transparency International, BR/DE) Moderated by Simon Shuster (Reporter for TIME, RU/DE). This panel introduces the topic of offshore secrecy and tax havens bringing together two experts of the field. Nicholas Shaxson will refer to his book Treasure Islands: Dirty Money, Tax Havens and the Men Who Stole Your Cash, where he describes the connections between global economic affairs since slavery and secretive offshore tax havens. In his analysis, dirty money, tax havens and the offshore system contributed to generate global inequalities and shift of wealth from poor to rich, as well as undermining our democracies via financial deregulations. Maira Martini will describe the schemes connecting shell companies, multiple offshore bank accounts, and money laundering, by referring to her work at Transparency International on a report on the role of banks in cross-border corruption cases.
PANAMA PAPERS: How the Rich and the Powerful Hide Their Money

Frederik Obermaier (Investigative Journalist, Süddeutsche Zeitung, DE), Moderated by Max Heywood (Transparency International Global Outreach and Advocacy Coordinator, UK, DE).

The Panama Papers began with a cryptic message from an anonymous whistleblower. ‘Hello, this is John Doe,’ the source wrote. ‘Interested in data?’ In the months that followed, the confidential source transferred emails, client data and scanned letters, from Mossack Fonseca, a notorious Panamanian law firm that has not only helped prime ministers, kings and presidents hide their money but has also provided services to dictators, drug cartels, Mafia clans, fraudsters, weapons dealers, and regimes like North Korea or Iran. After the revelation several heads of governments had to step down, thousands of investigations were launched, approximately one billion $ recouped. The Panama Papers proved that there is a whole parallel world offshore in which the rich and powerful enjoy the freedom to avoid not just taxes but all kinds of laws they find inconvenient. In this Keynote, Süddeutsche Zeitung investigative journalist Frederik Obermaier will reflect on the Panama Papers and their impact (arrests, changes in legislation etc.), as well as focus on the crucial roles of whistleblowers and the need to protect them. Furthermore, in conversation with Max Heywood, the dialogue will address what we learnt from The Panama Papers about political and economic power, which progress has been made against tax and dark havens, as well as how the Panama Papers have changed the way journalists think about and analyse tax havens.

* Screening: *The Panama Papers* (Directed by Alex Winter, USA, Oct 2015, 94 min).

RYBN.ORG “THE GREAT OFFSHORE”
RYBN.ORG (Extra-disciplinary Artistic Research Platform, FR) moderated by Elia Kogel (Digital Strategist and Founder of SUPERMARKT Berlin, DE) RYBN presents the “The Great Offshore” project, an artistic investigation conducted in several tax havens. The Great Offshore addresses the question of representation of offshore finance: due to its opaque nature and the secrecy that surrounds it, it is impossible to picture. The symbolic representations that are usually in use are, as many invitations to evasion, filled by colonial images of exotic islands, of palm trees beaches and golden sands, infinite walls of numbered mailboxes, that contribute to the aestheticisation of financial power. In a similar fashion, as Alain Deneault underlines it, the vocabulary in use to describe offshore finance is not neutral, and produces a positive, technical, legal and legitimate picture, that neutralizes criticism. As a consequence, either within semantics or semiotics, we face a representation crisis. To overcome this representation failure, The Great Offshore project seeks for traces of this transnational and liquid financial industry, to capture how it marks local landscapes, architectures and environments. The Great Offshore project aims to reshape the imaginary around tax havens, by re-engaging with the situationist strategies of psycho-geography, enhanced by digital and algorithmic means. During the talk, RYBN will unfold the different chapters that composed the project and its artistic, semiotic and political dimensions.

* Workshop Psycho-Geographic Tour of Berlin shell companies & shadow finance offices with RYBN.org.

"LEAKING MASSIVE DATASETS: Security, Openness & Collective Mobilisation"

Ryan Gallagher (Investigative Reporter & Editor, The Intercept, UK), Friedrich Lindenborg (Data Team Lead, OCCRP, Organized Crime and Corruption Reporting Project, DE). Moderated by Tatiana Bazzichelli (Director, Disruption Network Lab IT/DE). This panel aims to pose issues of security and openness related to the analysis of data leaks and strategies of indexing data to journalists, technical experts, researchers, and the larger civic society. In the case of the Panama Papers (April 2016) 11.5 million financial and legal records were leaked in 2015 from the Panama-based law firm Mossack Fonseca; those were followed by the Bahamans Leaks (September 2016), where 13 million internal company register files were leaked; later, the Paradise Papers (November 2017) were a set of 13.4 million leaked confidential electronic documents about offshore investments. This huge amount of information was all leaked to the Süddeutsche Zeitung reporters Frederik Obermaier and Bastian Obermayer, who shared it with the Washington-based International Consortium of Investigative Journalists (ICIJ) who coordinated a worldwide investigation. Ryan Gallagher (The Intercept) and Friedrich Lindenborg (Organized Crime and Corruption Reporting Project, OCCRP) will discuss the ethics of massive data leaks, security and secrecy vs. openness and transparency, as well as source protection and collective mobilisation in the analysis of the material.
Die Kuratorin und Leite-
rin des „Disruption Net-
work Lab“ in Berlin, Tatia-
nna Bazzichelli, sprach im Rahmen der Videonaie mit Rundschau-Mitarbei-
terin Barbara Franke über Digital Rights, Identität, das Internet und die
Digitalisierung.

Frau Bazzichelli, Sie leiten das „Disruption Network Lab“ in Berlin. Der Begriff Disruption ge-
heißt derzeit, mehr denn je, durch die nationalen und in-
ternationalen Medien-Szenen. Was bedeutet er im Hin-
blick auf die Digitalisierung eigentlich?

Die Digitalisierung müssen wir dazu erstmals definieren. Sie ist zu einem Schlagwort geworden, das wir benutzen, um bestimmte Konzepte attraktiver zu machen, die aber nicht unbedingt neu sind. Siehe sich konkret auf die Entwicklung der Informati-
onstechnologien und ihre Auswirkungen auf Gesellschaft, Politik und Kultur. Dazu gehört aber auch die Entwicklung einer digi-
talen Kultur seit den 60er Jahren. Woraus also über künstliche Intelligenz im Sinne der Digita-
lisierung, reden, sprechen wir besser von zum Beispiel potenziell, künstlich.

Und Disruption? Der Begriff stammt eigentlich aus der Wirtschaft. Clayton M. Christensen beschreibt Dis-
ruption aber nicht nur für die Technologie, sondern für die gesellschaftliche Entwicklung.

Naja, wir müssen definitiv da-
raufarbeiten, dass Menschen
Technologien besser verstehen,
als sie auf die Macht auf-
merksam zu machen, die damit
ausgeübt werden kann. Wer kon-
trolliert bestimmte Systeme,
wer profitiert davon in politi-
scher, wirtschaftlicher und so-
zialer Hinsicht? Ich jedenfalls
halte technologische Fort-
schritte nicht per se für schick,
aber Menschen programmieren
Technologien und spiegeln oft
Vorreignommenheit in Gesell-
schaft, Politik und Kultur wieder.

Aber wie gehen wir dann zum Beispiel mit Drohnen und Überwachungssystemen um? Es gibt Bewegung im Bereich der Technologie auf unerwartete Weise, und Interventionen, die politisch den Wandel ausgeschlossen Systemen hervorruft, zu beleuchten. Wir versuchen, in einen Dialog zu bringen. Wir verbinden beispiels-
weise Whistleblower und Künst-
ner, politische Entscheidungs-
träger und Hacker, investigativen
Journalisten und Aktivisten.

Die Bedeutung von Disruption ist demnach ambivalent. Glauben Sie nicht, dass die Medien mit dem Wort Disrup-
tion spielen, um im Hinblick auf die Digitalisierung Panik zu machen?

Nein, an dieser Stelle möchte ich darauf hinweisen, dass die Medien mit dem Thema Disruption sehr kritisch sein müssen. Die Medien haben die Aufgabe, die Wirklichkeit der Veränderung zu Reflexionen und Diskussionen zu verleihen.

Tatiana Bazzichelli leitet in Berlin das „Disruption Network Lab“. Im Rundschau-Gespräch im Rahmen der Videonaie im Bonner Kunstmuseum

Foto: Meike-Boschmeyer

Das heißt, Sie übernehmen im Lab Aufgaben, die eigentlich Sache der Politik wäre? Nein (lacht). Wir versuchen mit dem Lab einen Diskurs zu schaf-
fen, um Menschen dazu zu erziehen, sich kritisch mit Technologien auseinanderzu-
setzten, sich zu informieren, um eher nicht die Tatsachen von in den Medien verbreitetem zu glauben.

Mehr Informationen zum „Disruption Network Lab“ mit Sitz in Berlin und anderen Verbreitungsformen finden Sie unter www.disruption

lab.org Die Videonaie 17. – Fes-
tival für Videos und videoarti-
eller tapebrandes – läuft im Kunstmuseum

bis zum 14. April (Di–So 11 bis 18 Uhr, Mi 11 bis 21 Uhr; Fried-

richt-Bert-Aller)